MLA Format Cheat Sheet (2018-2019)

This handout provides a quick reference to the basics of using MLA style. For complete guidelines, consult the MLA Style guide website: [https://style.mla.org/](https://style.mla.org/)

### Formatting Basics

- Plain 12-point font (Times New Roman)
- Double space throughout paper, with no extra spaces between paragraphs.
- Top, bottom, and side margins should be one inch.
- Indent the first word of each paragraph by ½ inch or 5 spaces.
- Do not use a title page for the research paper: on the top left side of the first page type your name, instructor’s name, course number, and date. This should be flush with the left margin.
- Center the title of the paper. Do not underline the title, or put in “quotation marks,” or set in ALL CAPITALS.
- Number all pages consecutively in a header in the upper right corner, ½ inch from the top and flush with right margin. Type your last name before the page number.
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Gogol’s Warning to the World in *Dead Souls*

At the end of the second part of Gogol’s half-burned manuscript for *Dead Souls*, the prince gives a stirring speech that laments the direction in which his country is heading. The prince himself takes upon his own shoulders a good portion of the blame, accepting
```

### Works Cited

MLA style requires that the list of Works Cited start on a new page at the end of your paper. Formatting rules include:

- Continue page numbering from the body of your paper.
- Center the title “Works Cited,” one inch from the top.
- Alphabetize entries by the author’s last name. If no author, alphabetize by the title (ignore A, An, The).
- Use a hanging indent.

In the 8th Edition of MLA, you include the “core elements” of the sources. Core elements are those basic pieces of information that should be common to all sources, from books to articles, from lectures to tweets. The MLA core elements (with the punctuation that should follow each element) are as follows:

1. Author. (Last Name, First Name; Online nicknames and handles are now acceptable if real name isn’t known)
2. Title of source.
3. Title of container. – MLA 8 introduced the term, “container” to refer to a third core element. For example, containers are either 1) complete works which contain smaller works, like a book containing essays, a book containing short stories, or an academic journal containing articles, or 2) larger
containers holding smaller containers, like a database containing academic journals or a website containing Web pages.
4. Other contributors, (State specific role, followed by the word “by” and then first and last name)
6. Number, (Use vol. for Volume and no. for number, with commas in between)
7. Publisher, (Include only name of publisher, not business words like LLC; use UP for University Press)
8. Publication Date,
9. Location. (Page Numbers (use p. for one page, pp. for page range), URL (Permalink, omit the http://) or DOI (Digital Object Identifier). For online journals, DOI is preferred over URL.

A basic citation format should look like. You would omit elements that don’t exist or are unnecessary:

Author. Title. Title of Container. Other contributors, Version, Number, Publisher's name, Date of Publication, Location.

Examples of Citation Format

Book with one author:


Online database journal article:


Website with author:


Website without an author:


Works Cited

